Morden
FARM KING
Manufactures grain handlers,
grain-cleaners, snowplows and compact tillage units. The central warehouse of Farm King spare parts.

Uzbekistan, Chirchiq
Manufactures Rostselmash cograin
and forage harvesters.

Branded dealer network

Warranty and postwarranty
service

Harvesters, tractors, sprayers, cultivating and seeding machines are available
in any Rostselmash sales centres. A dealer

Regular maintenance in the Rostselmash
service centres is the only way to extend
useful life of your equipment. Rost-

We offer proven credit and leasing programs. Our financial specialists are eager
to assist in cost calculating, determining
repayment terms and selecting the most
beneficial purchase schemes.

Financial support

in charge of your region will help to settle
a transaction. To ensure proper quality of
servicing, general standards and requirements to labour input, equipment used,
consumables, staff qualification are set for
all dealers.

Using original spare parts designed by
our engineers to advanced technologies
ensures 100% compatibility of parts.
Quality of spare parts is one of the critical
prerequisites of failure-free operation.

Genuine Spare Parts

For any agricultural
operations

Rostov-on-Don
KLEVER
Manufactures adapters for combine
harvesters, trailed and attached forage
harvesting equipment, units for grain
storage and processing, municipal machinery and snow clearing equipment,
tillage&seeding, pulltype sprayer.

Kazakhstan Kokshetau
Manufactures Rostselmash grain and
forage harvesters.

Central Asia

selmash’s warranty covers 1 to 2 years or
600 to 2,000 running hours depending
on the type of equipment. It is recommended to have post-warranty service
performed by approved service centres.

Machinery by Rostselmash meets the stringent quality standards and is subjected to rigorous tests. All supplied machines are
provided with service support via a world-wide service network that ensures continuous operational availability of the machinery.

Tractors

Winnipeg
VERSATILE
Produces VERSATILE 170 hp to 620 hp
tractors. The central warehouse of VERSATILE spare parts is located here.

High-horsepower articulated, 380 to 583 hp – heavy-duty machines for power-demanding applications.
This series includes various versions. These machines are totally unbeatable when it comes to fuel efficiency.
You can save 5 to 10% more fuel versus competition in various conditions. With a high horsepower, you will
make fewer passes per hectare, and with dual tyres offered as standard your machine will produce less ground
pressure for less damage to the most fertile topsoil layer.

Rostov-on-Don
ROSTSELMASH
Manufactures Rostselmash grain
and forage harvesters, tractors
and sprayers.

Seeding systems

Canada

Willmar
VERSATILE
Manufacture of trailed and self-propelled sprayers, which are offered
under the VERSATILE brand in the
global market.
Fargo
FARM KING
Produces bales transport trolleys,
grader blades, wheel loaders offered
under the ROSTSELMASH brand in the
Russian market.

USA

Seeding systems: the simple and reliable design guarantees exceptional precision of seeds and nutrients placement. They
are very simple to operate, adjust, and service. Designed to maintain a consistent seed depth in any field conditions, they
ensure a very fast and uniform seed sprouting. The benefits are obvious and include a constant depth of seed placement
and a flat field surface every year. The precise seed placement is due to a shallow contour depth of the seeder that allows
following the ground contour in a superior way and easily cross any rugged terrain. Due to rigid frame and robust design,
seeders can work in the field throughout the sowing period without experiencing downtime and major breakdowns.

Morozovsk
Rostov Region
Manufacture of adapters for combine
harvesters as well as trailed and attached forage harvesting equipment.

Vegreville
BUHLER EZEE-ON
Manufacture of tillage and seeding
equipment.

Russia

For many years Rostselmash has been manufacturing agricultural machinery that
sells well all around the world. Our expertise is based on the vast experience.
Today, Rostselmash comprises 13 companies located throughout the world and
aiming at manufacturing reliable and efficient equipment that could become a
best helper at every farm. To date, Rostselmash can offer 24 types of agricultural
and municipal machinery. Each client, from the owner of a small farm to the head
of a large agricultural holding, may select the most effective machinery from the
available range including more than 150 models and modifications.

Rostselmash Globally

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Rostselmash

Chirchik, Uzbekistan

Multipurpose with conventional frame, 270 to 370hp – tractors that will never stand idle. These machines
are used throughout the season. These are multipurpose machines with engines delivering from 270 to 370hp.
Tractors in this series are designed for a wide range of agricultural operations from loading to conventional
seeding.

Melle, Germany, Europe

Rostselmash

Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan

Representative office

Representative office
Morozovsk,
Rostov Region, Russia

Kokshetau, Kazakhstan

Rostselmash

Klever

R series cultivators are versatile and efficient machines designed for surface and predrill tillage and to treat fallows to
a depth from 6 to 15cm. 94% of users report that they are prepared to buy the cultivators again, this means recognition of,
and trust in, our equipment.

Fargo, USA

Farm King
Kiev, Ukraine

Winnipeg, Canada

Representative office

VERSATILE

Professional agricultural
machines from
Rostselmash

BUHLER EZEE-ON

Tillage Equipment

Rostov-on-Don, Russia

Klever

Willmar, USA

VERSATILE
Morden, Canada

Farm King
Vegreville, Canada

Efficient Service
by Rostselmash

Product Range
Forage harvesters

Grain harvesters

Our product line comprises a range of machinery that can fulfil the complete cycle of farming tasks in regions with
various agroclimatic conditions. Our main target is to provide the industry with advanced high-end machines that meet
all quality and performance requirements. We appreciate the agricultural expert opinion, so we know for sure what sort
of machines is needed by the agricultural industry today. Advanced equipment and technology, application of world’s
best machine manufacturers’ production principles, and highly skilled staff enable us to produce up to 20000 agricultural
machines every year. Throughout the history of agricultural machinery manufacturing, Rostselmash has produced more
than 2.800.000 combines. Machines by Rostselmash operate in more than 40 countries worldwide.

Offset and tandem disc harrows are fitted with reliable
bearing assemblies, self-locking steel spacers between
discs and other unique design solutions. The robust and
simple design makes these units indispensable for tillage.
Drills: a simple and robust design ensures a very high
precision of seed placement and fertiliser application.
They are very simple to operate, adjust, and service.
Due to a rigid frame and robust design, drills can work
in the field throughout the drilling season without
experiencing downtime and major breakdowns.
Cultivators are flexible and efficient units that can cope
with any task in the field.

RSM Series 2000/3000: the best solution for those
wanting a reliable tractor. Machines in the 380-583 hp
power range are suitable for both no-till and minimaltill sustainable farming, and conventional farming. The
tractors are known for high performance, reliability and
efficiency. These machines are designed for fast, easy,
and low-cost maintenance.

Tillage Equipment

Tractors

TORUM: ultimate performance. It can averagely harvest
over 2,000 ha per season. Thanks to the proprietary
Advanced Rotor System (ARS) threshing system, TORUM
can perfectly handle even wet and weedy material. It
is equipped with advanced automation systems that
ensure the efficient harvesting regardless of operator’s
skills.
RSM 161 is a new high-performance harvester with
an unmatched double-cylinder threshing system. RSM
161 demonstrates remarkable performance in the
conditions that are challenging to ordinary harvesters.
The special design of the thresing system and other
components results in ultraclean threshing without
compromising the quality of grain and straw.
ACROS – performance in keeping with the best
traditions. The key advantage of this model is the ease
of operation. The average harvested area per season
may achieve a maximum of 1,250 ha. This harvester is
equipped with a threshing and separating unit with a
single big cylinder and a straw walker. This is a proven
design that is efficient in providing a combination of
high capacity, low susceptibility to challenging field
conditions, and low power consumption.
VECTOR – optimized for farms. VECTOR is the only one
in its class to offer such a variety of ways to handle crop
residue - straw can be not only chopped and spread or
windrowed, but it also can be put in haystacks, which
can be automatically unloaded on the move. With an
average harvested area of 750 ha per season, optimized
ownership cost and efficiency, this harvester has no
alternative for farms.
NOVA is an excellent combination of performance,
affordability, and low operating costs. An ideal
solution for farmers and small farms. Compactness and
manoeuvrability make this harvester indispensable
for efficient operation in small fields with complex
contours.

RSM F 2000 is an all new family of high-performance
forage harvesters from Rostselmash that can handle
all types of ensilable forage crops delivering the end
product of maximum quality. This machine is intended
for medium- to high-yield fields and can cut forage crops
on soils with varying bearing capacity.
RSM F 1000 is a new forage harvester featuring an
advanced forage technology and a laconic simplicity
of design. The new cutterhead provides a high (up to
95%) evenness of cutting lengths, improving the forage
intake by animals. With the shortest path in its class, the
harvester’s energy efficiency has been greatly improved.
DON 680M: a reliable helper. This forage harvester
performs a wide range of operations: mowing, shredding
perennial and annual grasses and grass mixtures,
sorghum, sunflower and other crops, pickup of slightly
dried material from windrows. The DON 680M can
harvest up to 15,000 tons of silage, hay and green forage
per season. Minimum forage cost that cannot be offered
by any other equipment.
KSU: versatile self-propelled mowers designed to cut
and windrow spiked cereals, grain legumes, cereals, and
forage crops. The KSU is ideal for farms that extensively
use the windrowing method and grow livestock.

Menzhinskogo Str. 2,
Rostov-on-Don, Russia 344029
Phone: +7 989 500 4000,
+7 989 500 1000
www.rostselmash.com
market@oaorsm.ru
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Sprayers
The RSM TS trailed sprayer is a synonym for reliability
and durability. A sturdy frame and robust chassis ensure
a lifetime of at least 20 years. Chemical-resistant tank,
high-precision automatic flow rate control system,
computer/course indicator with GPS/GLONASS and
automatic switch of spray sections in overlapping zones,
heavy-duty diaphragm piston pump, a proprietary boom
suspension system, which provides smooth running of
sections and unsurpassed boom stability, ensure the
maximum precision and uniformity of PPP application.
The boom length is 18/24/27/28/36m.

Model range 2022
Tractors

RSM DX-850TANDEM DISC
HARROW

used for primary and surface tillage to a depth
up to 18 cm, 8.8 to 10.8 m working width, 850
kg per 1 m of working width, 118 to 133 kg
per disc, 40- 45 hp/m required tractor power

NEW RSM 1270

269 hp 9.0 L Cummins turbocharged engine,
Powershift 16x9 automatic transmission,
maximum speed 40 kmph, hydraulics performance 208 or 284 L/min, 643 L fuel tank, CAT
lll/IVN three-point hitch, 540/1000 PTO shaft,
Agrotronic, pneumatic system (compressor,
trailer brakes)

NEW HD 800/600 MULCH
HARROW

designed for surface and pre-drilling tillage
to depths from 6.0 to 12.5cm, chopping of
stubble and crop residues, incorporation of
nutrients, 6m working width, tractor power
required: 240 to 305 hP

NEW RSM 1290

287 hp 9.0 L Cummins turbocharged engine,
Powershift 16x9 automatic transmission,
maximum speed 40 kmph, hydraulics performance 208 or 284 L/min, 643 L fuel tank, CAT
lll/IVN three-point hitch, 540/1000 PTO shaft,
Agrotronic, pneumatic system (compressor,
trailer brakes)

NEW RSM R-1220 (1830,1480,
1020, 820) CULTIVATOR

12.2m (18.3m, 14.8m, 10.2m, 8.2m) working
width, 254mm row spacing, 250kg double
springs, 47° shankangle, 5 to 15 cm tillage
depth, mounted spring harrows and slat roller,
23 to 29 hp/m tractor power required

NEW RSM 1310

306 hp 9.0 L Cummins turbocharged engine,
Powershift 16x9 automatic transmission,
maximum speed 40 kmph, hydraulics performance 208 or 284 L/min, 643 L fuel tank, CAT
lll/IVN three-point hitch, 540/1000 PTO shaft,
Agrotronic, pneumatic system (compressor,
trailer brakes)

Seeding equipment
SEED AND FERTILISER
DISPENSING TANKS AT8 /AT11

used to feed the product to openers, tank
capacity 7,576 L (11,100L), 2 or 3 compartments, double¬flow distribution system
depending on a model. Zero-Max smooth
seeding rate adjustment.Tanks are available
in Tow-between versions

NEW RSM 1350

345 hp 9.0 L Cummins turbocharged engine,
Powershift 16x9 automatic transmission,
maximum speed 40 kmph, hydraulics performance 208 or 284 L/min, 643 L fuel tank, CAT
lll/IVN three-point hitch, 540/1000 PTO shaft,
Agrotronic, pneumatic system (compressor,
trailer brakes)

SH 820/1020/1220 SEEDING
SYSTEMS

NEW RSM 1370

used to drill grain crops, grain legume, and to
incorporate nutrients into soil in the sweep
zone across their working width, with seeds
placed into the soil through dual-disc opener.
Thereby seeds and nutrients are placed separately. 8.2 to 12.2m working width, 5 to 10cm
seeding depth, 150mm disc opener row spacing, 305 to 420 hp tractor power required

366 hp 9.0 L Cummins turbocharged engine,
Powershift 16x9 automatic transmission,
maximum speed 40 kmph, hydraulics performance 208 or 284 L/min, 643 L fuel tank, CAT
lll/IVN three-point hitch, 540/1000 PTO shaft,
Agrotronic, pneumatic system (compressor,
trailer brakes)

SC 820/1020/1220/1480/1830
SEEDING SYSTEMS

RSM 2375

380 hp 11-litre Cummins turbocharged
engine, 12x4 manual transmission, 35 km/h
maximum speed, 170 L/min hydraulics, 927L
fuel tank, CAT lll/IVN rear 3-point hitch, dual
tyres, Agrotronic, pneumatic system (air compressor, trailer brakes)

used to seed grain crops, grain legumes, and
to incorporate nutrients into soil in the sweep
zone. This provides a single-flow placement
of seeds and nutrients. 8.2 to 18.3m working
width, 5 to 10cm seeding depth, 254mm
sweep row spacing, 240 to 580 hp tractor
power required

RSM 2400

405 hp 11-litre Cummins turbocharged
engine, 12x4 manual transmission, 30 km/h
maximum speed, 220 L/min hydraulics, 927L
fuel tank, CAT lll/IVN rear 3-point hitch, dual
tyres, Agrotronic, pneumatic system (air compressor, trailer brakes)

RSM 3435

440 hp 15-litre Cummins turbocharged engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission, 30 km/h maximum speed, 208 L/min
hydraulics capacity (303 L/min optional),
1,325L fuel tank, Deluxe two- seat cab,
8.7”color monitor, dual tyres, Agrotronic

RSM 3485

492 hp 15-litre Cummins turbocharged engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission, 40 km/h maximum speed, 208 L/min
hydraulics capacity (303 L/min optional),
1,325L fuel tank, Deluxe two- seat cab,
8.7”color monitor, dual tyres, Agrotronic

RSM 3535

542 hp 15-litre Cummins turbocharged engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission, 40 km/h maximum speed, 208 L/min
hydraulics capacity (303 L/min optional),
1,325L fuel tank, Deluxe two- seat cab,
8.7”color monitor, dual tyres, Agrotronic

Sprayers
NEW RSMTS-6200 SPUTNIK
TRAILED SPRAYER

6,200L strong plastic tank for mixed solution, 620L rinse tank, spray control system
with heading indicator and GPS features,
boom height control system, LED lighting,
PTO-driven diaphragm piston pump - 260
and 430 (for 36m boom only), 24/27/30/36m
widths, individual lights at boom nozzles, 40L
active chemical mixer, mechanical track width
adjustment between 18 and 2.25m, 2.5m
transport width.

4,500L strong plastic tank for mixed solution, 450L rinse tank, spray control system
with heading indicator and GPS features,
parallelogram boom suspension, PTOdriven 260 L/min diaphragm piston pump,
(430 L/min with 36m boom), 24 / 27 / 28 /
36m widths, individual LED lights at boom
nozzles, 40L active chemical mixer, pneumatic brake system, mechanical track width
adjustment between 1.8 and 2.25m, 2.25m
transport width, 100 hp and greater tractor
power required.

583 hp 15-litre Cummins turbocharged engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission, 40 km/h maximum speed, 208 L/min
hydraulics capacity (303 L/min optional),
1,325L fuel tank, Deluxe two- seat cab,
8.7”color monitor, dual tyres, Agrotronic

3,200L strong plastic tank for mixed solution,
136L rinse tank, spray control system with
heading indicator and GPS features, parallelogram boom suspension, 260 L/min PTO-driven diaphragm piston pump, 18 / 24 / 27 / 28m
widths, individual LED lights at boom nozzles,
40L active chemical mixer, mechanical track
width adjustment between 1.5 / 1.8 / 2.1 m,
2.25m transport width, 80 hp and greater tractor power required.

NEW RSM 3485 DT

492 hp turbocharged Cummins QSX15 engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission,
35 km/h maximum speed, up to 303 L/min
hydraulics, 1,540L fuel tank, Deluxe cab, LED
lights, 8.7” monitor, tracks

NEW RSM 3535 DT

542 hp turbocharged Cummins QSX15 engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission,
35 km/h maximum speed, up to 303 L/min
hydraulics, 1,540L fuel tank, Deluxe cab, LED
lights, 8.7” monitor, tracks

NEW RSM 3575 DT

583 hp turbocharged Cummins QSX15 engine, Powershift 16x4 automatic transmission,
35 km/h maximum speed, up to 303 L/min
hydraulics, 1,540L fuel tank, Deluxe cab, LED
lights, 8.7” monitor, tracks

Почвообрабатывающая техника
RSM DV-1000 OFFSET DISC
HARROW

used for primary tillage to a depth up to
20cm, 6m working width, 968 kg per metre
of working width, 141 kg per disc, 55 hp/m
tractor power required

used for primary tillage to a depth up to
25cm, 4.3m working width, 1,300 kg per metre of working width, 223 kg per disc, 85 hp/m
tractor power required

1,500mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
5 straw walkers, 327 hp Cummins engine
(Stage II), 9,000L grain tank, Smart Launch
unloader, grain tank waterproofing, electrohydraulic field ground contour following,
electrically adjusted sieves, chaff spreader,
Comfort Cab II, Adviser IV information system,
underside guard, higher road clearance, AWD

Advanced Rotor System, 762 mm rotor diameter, 3,200 mm long, 520 hp Cummins engine
(Stage V/0), 12,000L grain tank, 900/60R32
tires, electrohydraulic field ground contour
following, adjustable approach angle, electrically adjusted sieves, electrically adjusted
straw spreading width, Luxury Cab, Adviser IV
information system

ACROS 585

1,500mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
5 straw walkers, 306/300 hp Cummins/YaMZ
(Stage ll/llla) engine, 9,000L grain tank, Smart
Launch unloader, grain tank waterproofing,
long feeder house, new cleaning system
(4.95 sq.m), Comfort Cab II, Adviser IV information system

TORUM 750 FOR RICE

Advanced Rotor System, 762 mm rotor
diameter, 3,200 mm long, 440 hp MTU engine
(Stage 0), 10,500 L grain tank, electrohydraulic
field ground contour following, electrical
screen adjustment, Comfort Cab II, Adviser IV
information system, half¬track unit, AWD

thresher width 1,650 mm, 800mm-dia. cylinder, 750mm-dia. separator, flexible concave,
6 straw walkers, 360/420/436 hp Cummins
engine (Stage llla/0/V), 10,500 L grain tank,
electrohydraulie field contour following,
approach angle adjustment, electrical screen
adjustment, chaff spreader, Luxury Cab,
Adviser IV information system

DON 680M

JET STREAM 270

290 hp turbocharged YaMZ engine, 750mmdia. cutterhead, 3.5/ 8/ 20 cutting length,
680mm wide feeder, Comfort Cab, sharpening
device, metal detector

mounted front-mount shredder designed to
mow and load grass into a truck, can be attached to KSU 1 mowers, 2.75 m cutting width

NEW SUN STREAM UI

versatile rowless sunflower header with draw
rolls and chopper, row spacings: 45/70/75cm,
width: 7.8m

SWA PICK 430/430R

VECTOR 450 TRACK

1,200mm thresher width, 800mm-dia. cylinder, 4 straw walkers, 255 hp YaMZ engine,
air compressor, 6,000L grain tank, caterpillar
tracks

1,200mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
4 straw walkers, 210/235 hp YaMZ (Stage l)/
Cummins (Stage V) engine, air compressor,
6,000L grain tank, Comfort Cabl /II, Adviser ll/
IV information system

VECTOR 410 FORDS 900

1,200mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
4 straw walkers, 210 hp YaMZ engine, 6,000L
grain tank, feeder house for adapters up to
3000 kg. Supplied with a chopper

NOVA 320/330/340

1,200mm wide thresher, 600mm-dia. cylinder,
4 straw walkers, 167/175/180 hp Cummins
(Stage ll)/Cummins (Stage V)/YaMZ (Stage Ilia)
engine, 4,900L grain tank

SWA PICK 340/340R

CONVERSION KIT 8/10

kit for converting ACROS, VECTOR, NOVA
threshers to corn

CONVERSION KIT

to convert 6-, 8- and 12-row corn headers for
sunflower harvesting

for Power Stream headers, mechanical and
hydraulic drive for crop dividers, widths: 4,5,6,
7, 9m

Transport systems for headers, seeders,
and self-propelled mowers
PRO CART 4000

two-axle transport system, 4000 kg capacity

UNI CART 4000

two-axle transport system for adapters,
4000 kg capacity

ACTIVE STREAM

Header with hydraulic table extension 0...700mm, can be attached to
RSM 161 orTORUM harvesters, cutting width
5.4/63/6.9/7.8/9.4 m

POWER STREAM II

Header with mechanical table extension 0...250mm, can be attached to
RSM 161 orTORUM harvesters, cutting width
5.4/63/6.9/7.8/9.4 m

the header can be attached to RSM 161,
TORUM, ACROS, VECTOR, or NOVA harvesters,
cutting widths: 4, 5, 6, 7, 9m

FLOAT STREAM

versatile close-cut header for harvesting
spiked cereals and grain legumes, including
soybeans, 5/6/7/9/10.74 m width, 30 mm
minimum cut

CORN STREAM

ARGUS R

New generation of headers for corn of many
varieties in any soil conditions, 6/8 rows with
70/75cm row spacing, and 12 rows with 70 cm
row spacing

ARGUS FRONT

headers with central chopper, 6/8 rows with
70/75cm row spacing, and 12 rows with 70 cm
row spacing

ARGUS

corn header, 4/5/6/8 rows with 70/75cm spacing, and 12 rows with 70cm spacing

NEW GM 500R

NEW RSM F 2450 HEMP

GM 500R rotary mower is designed to cut
drilled and natural green grass and to crush
and swathe it at the same time. Hydraulica
lly driven work tools, adjustable auger speed,
4.8m cutting width, up to 2.5m stacking
windrow width

448 hp turbocharged engine, Comfort Cab II,
Adviser III information system, pneumatic system with 100L receiver, automatic centralised
lubrication system, feeder hydraulic drive,
100-r500mm cut length (20mm increment),
750H-1,000mm windrow width, 6m wide MN
header

NEW DF 1050/1250

draper platform is designed to cut spiked
grains and cereal crops and grasses, and
windrow the cut material to the right or left
or in the middle, or lay a single windrow
from two passes; can be attached to KSU 2.
All harvesting units and the tilt angle setting
are hydraulically-operated and controlled
from the operator’s station.The new gen units
received a newly designed separated reel,
broader reel speed range, higher knife speed
and built-in flotation wheels. Operating width
10.74/12.42 m

NEW ARGUS F 870

carnage header, 8 rows, 70 cm row spacing,
5.6m cutting width, 40cm minimum ear stripping height, can be attached to RSM F 1300 /
F 2450 / F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters

GRASS HEADER 500D /500R

header for grass, versions compatible with
DON 680M and RSM F 1300 harvesters, 4.95 m
cutting width

two-axle transport system for adapters,
3000 kg capacity

RSM F 2650

611 hp turbocharged R6 MTU engine (Stage
Ilia / Stage V), 630mm-dia. cutterhead, 680mm
wide feeder, Comfort Cab II, Adviser III information system, automatic sharpening device
with automatic shear bar feed, automatically
activated stone and metal detector, versatile
inoculant dosing system, pneumatic system
with a 100L receiver, automatic centralised
lubrication system, 5-r24mm feeder hydraulic
drive, quick attachment mounting and locking system, slider-type crusher, on-feeder
ground contour following system, spout
automatics, RSM Autocut, RSM Autodosing,
RSM Autosharp, RSM Yield Map

RSM F 2550

503/537 hp turbocharged R6 MTU engine
(Stage Illa/Stage V), 630mm-dia. cutterhead,
680mm wide feeder, Comfort Cab II, Adviser
III information system, automatic sharpening
device with automatic shear bar feed, automatically activated stone and metal detector,
versatile inoculant dosing system, pneumatic
system with a 100L receiver, automatic centralised lubrication system, 5-r24mm feeder
hydraulic drive, quick adapter mounting and
locking system, slider-type crusher, on-feeder
ground contour following system

RSM F 2450

448 hp turbocharged R6 MTU engine (Stage
Ilia), 630mm-dia. cutterhead, 680mm wide
feeder, Comfort Cab II, Adviser III information system, automatic sharpening device
with automatic shear bar feed, automatically
activated stone and metal detector, versatile
inoculant dosing system, pneumatic system
with a 100L receiver, automatic centralised
lubrication system, 5n-24mm feeder hydraulic
drive, quick adapter mounting and locking
system, slider-type crusher, on-feeder ground
contour following system

RSM F 1300

330 / 360/430 hpYaMZ (Stage II) / Cummins
(Stage Ilia / Stage V) engine, 630mm-dia.
cutterhead, 680mm wide feeder, Comfort Cab,
Adviser ll/IV information system, automatic
sharpening device, automatically activated
stone and metal detector, versatile preservative applicator, pneumatic system with a
100L receiver, 6/11 / 15 / 26 mm feeder roll
mechanical drive, adapter quick mounting
and locking arrangement, slider-type crusher
(option), on-feeder ground contour following
system

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR GRAIN HARVESTERS

Grain throwers and dressers
AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION
SYSTEM

MZS 90-20-01M GRAIN THROWER

self-propelled, electrically powered, 4m
working width, up to 90 t/h capacity when
operating with wheat

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
MZS 90-20-02M GRAIN THROWER

DEEP LUG TYRES

frequency converter, self-propelled, electrically powered, 4m working width, up to 90 t/h
capacity when operating with wheat

IN-CAB CHOPPER SPREADING
ANGLE ADJUSTMENT
MZS 90-20-05MV GRAIN
THROWER

THRESHING CYLINDER GEAR
CASE

long chute, self-propelled, electrically
powered, 5.2 m working width, up to 90 t/h
capacity when operating with wheat

UNLOADING AUGER EXTENSION

MZS 90-20-06MVCH GRAIN
THROWER

long chute and frequency converter, selfpropelled, electrically powered, 5.2m working
width, up to 90 t/h capacity when operating
with wheat

RETURN-FOR-RETHRESHING
ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

self-propelled, electrically powered, 4m
working width, up to 20 t/h capacity when
operating with wheat

Mowers

GRASS HEADER 600

HIGH PRECISION ELECTRONIC
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

STRIGE

mounted mower, 2.1/2.4/2.8/3.2 cutting
width depending on a version, 3 to 4.5 ha/h
throughput, 15 km/h cutting speed

NEW GRASS HEADER 500

GRAIN MOISTURE SENSOR

GRAIN PROCESSING SYSTEM

electrically-operated, 4m width, capacity: up
to 90 t/h for wheat throwing, up to 20 t/h for
dressing

SAPSUN 2400

rotary header for leaf silage, can be attached
to RSM F 1300 / F 2450 / F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters (depending on header version), 5.0m
cutting width

mounted mower with conditioner, up to 2.4m
cutting width, 3.6 ha/h capacity, up to 15
kmph operating speed

MAIZE HEADER 400D

rowless header for cutting rough crops, can
be attached to DON 680M harvesters, 4.0m
cutting width

NEW BERKUT 3500 UNO MAX

trailed mower, up to 15 kmph operating
speed, 3.5 m cutting width, 5 ha/h throughput

UNLOADING VIDEO
MONITORING SYSTEM, REAR
VIEW CAMERAS

Pole-setting machines
SN-140

FORAGE HARVESTERS, OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Driven by hydraulic pump, hammer weight:
141 kg (empty), upto318kg (with ballast)

KERNEL PROCESSOR

MAIZE HEADER 450

BERKUT 3200

Trailed mower with crusher, up to 15 km/h
cutting speed, 3.2m cutting width, 4.5 ha/h
throughput

MAIZE HEADER 600

VERSATILE INOCULANT DOSING
SYSTEM

Multipurpose loaders
FENIX 800

rowless header for cutting rough crops, can be
attached to RSM F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters,
6.0m cutting width
Trailed mower, up to 15 kmph operating
speed, 3.2 m cutting width, 4.5 ha/h throughput

MAIZE HEADER 750

rowless header for cutting rough crops, can
be attached to RSM F 2650 harvesters, 7.5m
cutting width

Windrowers
Forage harvesters

Optional equipment

GRAIN DRESSER

rotary header for leaf silage, can be attached
to RSM F 1300 / F 2450 / F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters (depending on header version), 6.0m
cutting width

VEHICLE LOADING VIDEO
MONITORING SYSTEM

steer-skid loader, 800 kg capacity, 3.5m maximum loading height. Detachable adapters:
bucket, rake lattice, lifting device, fork grip,
pin type fork

RSM VARICUT
RSM IQ DOSER
RSM AUTOSHARP
RSM YIELDMAPPING
RSM FILLCONTROL

Municipal machines
CHEEGE 184

edge hammer-knife mower, 1.8m width, hammer type knives

FOR UP 300R/300/400

pickup with ground following system,
designed to hay windrows gathering,
can be attached to RSM F 1300 / F 2450 /
F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters. Operating width
2.6/3.0/4.0 m

KOLIBRI DUO

AUTOMATIC LUBRICATION
SYSTEM

trailed 2-rotor rakes, 6.9 to 7.7 m working
width (adjustable), 8 ha/h throughput, up to
10 km/h operating speed

OKS-2500

Sidewalk blade, 2.5m working width, up to 30°
turn angle

R 3002/R 4002

HEAVY-DUTY KNIVES

KOLIBRI 471

pickup designed for hay windrows gathering, can be attached to RSM F 1300 / F 2450 /
F 2550 / F 2650 harvesters, 2.6/3.6m working
width

mounted rotor rake, 4.7m working width, 5.4
ha/h throughput, up to 10 km/h operating
speed

BSH-230

KOLIBRI MINI 350

transporter-picker designed to pick up grass
windrows, can be attached to DON-680M
harvesters, cutting width 3 m

mounted rotor rake, 3.5m working width, 4.2
ha/h throughput, up to 10 km/h operating
speed

Self-Propelled Mowers

KOLIBRI V/V MAX

mounted rotor rake, 5.4/9.0m working width,
6/8 ha/h throughput, up to 10 km/h operating
speed

KSU 1

versatile self-propelled mowerfor harvesting grain and forage crops, 180 hp YaMZ
(Stage II) engine, 340 L fuel tank, pneumatic
system with 100 L receiver, fuel consumption
monitoring system, Comfort Cab, Adviser II
information system

versatile self-propelled mower for cutting
grain and forage crops, 264/284 hp Cummins
engine (Stage Illa/Stage V), 550L fuel tank,
pneumatic system with 100L receiver, fuel
consumption monitoring system, Comfort
Cab II, Adviser IV information system, Agrotronic, telescoping front and rear axles

GRASS MOWER 500

Mounted mower crusher designed to mow
and crush grass, can be attached to KSU 1
mowers, 4.95 m cutting width

HIGH PRECISION ELECTRONIC
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

Fertiliser application equipment
POWER STREAM, DS 900, DF 900 OPTIONS:
NEW SIDE DRESSER RSM AP 3000

designed to place liquid mineral fertilisers
directly into the soil in the root zone for row
crops. Flas a strong PE tank for 3,000L of slurry.
9.75m and 12.75m working widths, transport
width is as little as 2.5m.This model is available in two versions: with coulters (13/21
number depending on working width) and
with liquilisers (32/42 number)

Balers

MOIST SOIL TOOL

STONE BAR

TUKAN MAX 1260 / 1270

square baler, 2.2m width, up to 2.5m bale
length

NEW TUKAN 1900 LUXE

Adapters for KSU 1 self-propelled
mower

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE

Auger drill, 230cm drill diameter, PTO driven

FOR UP 300D

NEW KSU 2

new generation of headers for corn of many
varieties in any soil conditions, 6/8 rows with
70/75cm row spacing, and 12 rows with 70 cm
row spacing

Adapters for KSU 2 self-propelled
mower

BERKUT UNO

DRAPER STREAM 900

This draper header can be attached to TORUM,
RSM 161, ACROS, or VECTOR harvesters,
gauge wheels, 9m cutting width

Self propelled mower /chopper for
industrial hemp

rowless header for cutting rough crops, can
be attached to RSM F 1300 / F 2450 / F 2550 /
F 2650 harvesters, 4.5m cutting width

UNI CART 3000

Adapters for grain harvesters

windrower conveyor mower designed to mow
spiked cereals, cereal crops and green grass
and stacking cut material to a right, middle
or left windrow, and to a single windrow from
two passes, can be attached to KSU-1 mowers.
Connection via single hydraulic coupler, 7.0 /
9.0 m wide.

Adapters for forage harvesters

RAPE ATTACHMENT

VECTOR 410/425

STERH 2000

trailed forage harvester, capacity 20 t/h and
greater, 2m cutting width, up to 7.2 km/h
harvesting speed.Options: 8-blade chopper,
spout extension (3.5 m maximum loading
height)

transporter-picker, width 4.3 m

transporter-picker, width 3.4 m

PELIKAN 1200

round baler, 1,45 m width, throughput up to
10 t/h, operating speed up to 9 kmph, bale
diameter 1.2 m

GRASS SEED KIT
DF 700/900

NEW SUN STREAM U

versatile rowless sunflower header with
draw rolls, 45/70/75cm row spacing, widths:
4.9/5.6/6.5/7.8/9.2/10.5/11.9 m

ACROS 550

1,500mm thresher width, 800mm-dia. cylinder, 5 straw walkers, 280 hp YaMZ engine,
9,000L grain tank, Smart Launch unloader,
long feeder house, new cleaning system
(4.95 sq.m)

TORUM 750

Advanced Rotor System, 762 mm rotor
diameter, 3,200 mm long, 0 h. p. 440 hp MTU
engine (Stage Ilia), 10,500L grain tank, electrohydraulic field ground contour following,
electrical screen adjustment, Comfort Cab II,
Adviser IV information system

versatile rowless sunflower header,
45/70/75cm row spacing, cutting width
4.9/5.6/6.5/7.8/9.2/10.5/11.9 m

ACROS 595 PLUS

1,500mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
5 straw walkers, 327/330 hp Cummins engine
(Stage ll/V), 9,000L grain tank, Smart Launch
unloader, grain tank waterproofing, electrohydraulic field ground contour following, feeder
house with accelerator beater, electrically
adjusted sieves, chaff spreader, Comfort Cab II,
Adviser IV information system

POWER STREAM

NEW RSM 161

RSM DV-1500 OFFSET DISC
HARROW

NEW AWD ACROS 595 PLUS

Grain harvesters
TORUM 770/785

FALCON

sunflower header, 6/8/12 rows, 70/75 cm row
spacing

SUN STREAM

RSM TS-4500 SATELLITE TRAILED
SPRAYER

TS-3200 SATELLITE TRAILED
SPRAYER

RSM 3575

NEW T500

1,500mm wide thresher, 800mm-dia. cylinder,
750mm-dia. separator, “flexible”concave,
6 straw walkers, 360 hp Cummins engine
(Stage Ilia), 10,000L grain tank, electrohydraulic field contour following, electrical sieve
adjustment, Luxury Cab, Adviser IV information system

square baler, with options such as remote
control, light, knotters cleaning fan, twine
rupture sensor, electronic bale counter and
raking wheel

NEW SIDE DRESSER RSM AP 4000

designed to place liquid mineral fertilisers
directly into the soil in the root zone for row
crops. Has a strong PE tank for 4,000L of slurry.
9.75m and 12.75m working widths, transport
width is as little as 2.5m.This model is available in two versions: with coulters (13/21
number depending on working width) and
with liquilisers (32/42 number)

FLOTATION WHEELS FOR DF 900
HEADER

PRECISION FARMING

GRACH 1000

ТUKAN 1600

mounted fertiliser spreader, 1,000L hopper, 18
to 24m spreading width, centrifugal spreading

square baler, 1.6m width, 10 t/h throughput,
up to 1.3m bale length, wrapping system

NEW GRACH 3000

GRASS MOWER 350

rotary frontal mower crusher designed to
mow and crush grass, can be attached to KSU
1 mowers, cutting width 3.5m

PELIKAN MAX 1500

round baler, 2 m width, throughput up to
12 t/h, operating speed up to 10 kmph, bale
diameter 1.5 m

trailed mineral fertiliser spreader, 3,000L hopper, 18 to 24m spreading width, application
rates from 100 to 1000 kg/ha, can be attached
to 2-ton tractors, and to 1.4-ton tractors if
equipped with a chassis.

ROSTSELMASH reserves the right to improve individual machine characteristics without prior notice to the market.

